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ITORIAL 

Dur i ng th e Past two months I have had the 
plee5ure of meeting ma ny people from all sports 
at the Confede r ation of Aus tralian Sports 
Forums in Adelaide and Melbourne. Both 
sessions were brain drain - input sessions and 
very rewardinge These for ums are our chancs 
to contribute not on l y to our~elves but all 
~port in Australia - we can't afford not to be 
there® 

The · weekends are exhaustin g, happy, great fun , 
~njoya·d with A lot of supe r people and a chance 
for us to learn we are no t a lone. 

I'm looki ng forward to Sy dney and Brisbane. 

Will you be there to help put something back 
into sport ? 

Trish. 
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[~L~etters to the Editor ] 

Dear Trish, 

I'm a new member to the fraternity, enjoJ
ing my short flights on the beginners slopes 
and looking forward to the future when hopefully 
I can get into thermalling. 

To this end I was most impressed with my 
first copy of SKYSAILDR (May issue). 

The concept of the new rating scheme appears 
sound and well thought out, with a steady 
progression from beginner to advanced cross 
country flying. 

However, I notice that all measurements 
are in the old "Imperial System." As Australia ' 
officially changed over to Metric in 1974 o.o.T. 
now uses metric measurements, and weather fore
casts etc. are also metricated then we should 
introduce this new rating system in a metriQ
ated form - perhaps there may develop a need 
for SKYSAILOR to include a few articles on 
metric conversions until such time as we "think 
metric'' rather than mentally convert from one 
system to the other. 

Roger Pullem's article on "Blast from the 
Past" was very informative and raised points 
which, I daresay, many other probably had never 
thought of. 

The concept of a live high voltage wire 
lying on the ground, being a potential hazard to 
someone 10 metres away is something we should 
all be aware of. 

-· ____ ,... _. •-- --~~ 



However, ·the thought of leaving a flying 
buddy lying in this "danger zone" until the 
local Electricity Authority are advised and 
make it to the scene, seems somewhat frustrating 
and a little like watching a mate drown without 
making any personal effort to help him ,, 

5. 

Is there any way a layman using common sense 
can reasonably remove a buddy from the danger 
area? eg:- is it possible to overcome the 
problem by taking very small steps in this area? 

Perhaps Roger Pullem could elaborate 
in another issue of SKYSAILOR. 

Barry Wilson, 
ACT. HGA. 

SKYTREK 
. ·hang glider·designs .·· 

the-:innovators of the V-keel -· 
8/146 OBERON ST. , COOGEE, N.S.W. 2034, AUSTRALIA. 
PHONE : STEVEN POWTER 6653793 / KEN GRIEVES 932212 

AGENTS IN EVERY STATE RING US 

AND ARANGE A TEST FLIGHT 
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WIND SHEAR. 

(Reprinted from Auckland Hang Gliding Club Ne~s
letter - No. 50 - in the interest of safety in 
Sport) 

During the April monthly meeting a National 
Film Library film entitled Aerology: Thunder
storms illustrated the wind shear problems 
associated with thunderstorms. These problems 
were demonstrated at Pakiri on Sunday 13th May 
when a pilot got caught in an updraft in the 
vicinity of a thunderstorm. He was carried up 
to cloud base where strong turbulence was en
countered. The pilot flew out over the sea in 
order to escape the strongest lift and at one 
stage contemplated deploying his back up par.a- , 
chute to assist in losing altitude. Fortunately 
he decided not to since under the influence of 
the storm the NNE had become a SW, deploying 
the parachute would have meant being carried 
far out to sea. After some time a downdraft 
was encountered and the glider rapidly lost 
height until it was below the top of the ridge. 
With the wind now offshore 133-side turbulence 
forced the pilot to the beach for a bumpy and 
rather abrupt landing on some rocks. 
A similar situation can occur when the sea 
breeze pushes the prevailing off-shore wind 
inland to create a smooth soarable situation. 
As solar heating diminishes in the afternoon, 
the off-shore wind is allowed to push through 
and an offshore wind will suddenly occur~ This 
can happen without warning or any sign except 
the increasing bumps · and turbulence in what was 
extremel y smooth air moments before. It is 
a dangerous situation to be in. Your only 
course of action is to land immediately. If 
you cannot top~land at that very moment, do not 
waste time trying to gain height, go to the 
beach. Remember that most times it happens 



without warning and you will quickly find your
self in off-shore sinking air. Do not trust 
the wind streaks on the water. In fact, the 
coast line at Pakiri has a number of gullies 
and points. Any chang.e in wind direction may 
leave the pilot caught in a lea-side situation. 
So if a squall line approaches the only course 
of action again is to land immediatel y , 
(Note wind shear is discussed in the April 1979 
issue of Topic Air. This publication is ex
pensive (S2.00 per copy) but contains many 
interesting articles on general aviation a 
numbet of which are reprinted from a variety 
of overseas aviation magazines - Ed 

*Asimilar Pattern can be found on tha Cape 
Jervis - Norm~nvilla Coast in South Australia~ 
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Z-77 A NEW TYPE OF HANG GLIDER 
by Dr. Jerzy Wolf (Poland) 

The ultralight glider Z-77 is the result 
of ten years work cin stretched membrane 
elastic wings and the recent tests of Z-75 and 
Z-75-7 gliders which have cable leading edge. 
These experiments show advantageous features 
of the ultralight foldable wing having the 
canopy fixed in one point of the tip to the 
wing spar and having hinged end rib. The rib 
hinging on the cable or on the tube can change 
the angle of attack of wing tip. The torsional 
elasticity allows the selfadjusting of the wing 
to the flight conditions and good lateral 
control by weight shift only. Therefore I 
decided to design the Z-77 of considerable span 

- of 12 m, rectangular wing plan form and the 
only central vertical stabilizer. 

This simple flying plank arrangement was 
taken as the result of the broad experiments 
and analysis of positive swept flying wings. 
Their general properties are unstable stall 
for greater aspect ratios and bad dive recovery 
of flexible wings having soft tips and not Rave 
-ing profiled c--entral rib. These properties 
put the limits of the narrow speed bounds which . 
are unsafe in turbulent wind cohditions. It is 
found by slightly complicated, and impossible 
for short explanation, considerations that the 
greatest chance of eliminating these unadvantag 
-sous properties has the applicated arrangement 
with slightly negative sweep of the wing. Just 
it is the arrangement of hang glider where is 
resonable application of elastic wing/in other 
words spr i ng wing/characterizing by one point 
co~nection of the sail tips with the skeleton 
and by torsional elasticity of the canopy. 
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The hang glider Z-77 was designed dccord
ing to the general rule "first s.fety and later 
the performance" , which is inverse to the 
actually applicated by the most of the producers. 
The second more sophisticated rule was "n.ot 
counter-act to defo~mation but organizing and 
exploiting it for safety and performance 
purposes " • Acco rd in g t o this second r u 1 e t he 
wing bends and twists considerable round the 
leading edge as the lengthwise hinge. 

The first variant of Z-77 tested in 1977 
had the table leading edge and external spar. 
Its stability and control was excellent and an 
only drawback was the tearing of the canopy by 
contact with the wires, when the glider is stand 
-ing windward nose down on the ground. The ribs . 
press the wires and deform. This drawback was 
so significant that after 15-min of wind press
ing on the wing the sail must be repaired. 

This typical exploration defect caused the 
modification of the construction by inserting 
the spar tube conventionally in the sail. 
Furthermore the spar was supported by three 
wires only, situated so that in any conditions 
the sail not touches the wire. In this second -
variant of Z-77 double membrane profiles /dark 
in pictures/ for 50% of the chord was used 
with duraluminium sheet profiles as for the 
prime variant. 

· The second variant of Z-77 had an extraod
inary broad speed range and very soft and stable 
stall. The glider was generally fast, as for 
20 m2 area, which was caused by relatively flat 
self-stable profiles, the same as for single 
membrane version. 
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The glider was very stable in turbulent 
winds and had very good longitudal and lateral 
control. I participate with this Z-77 in hang 
glider competition in Zakopane-Tatra m 1978, • 
being rather test pilot more than sporting. 
Their classification was moderate because the 
performances of the glider was not chanced 
(risked). After very many flights I decided 
next modification of the wing for the applicated 
arrangement and aspect ratio of 7. 

For this purposes a new mere effective 
special profile was elaborated and the plan 
form of the wing was slightly changed. 
Simultaneously the fairing for central part of 
the wing and keel was applicated. During very 
many test flights, sometimes of 10 min duration 
the glider demo nstrates very low minimum speed 
of 20 km/h and considerable life coefficient, 
nearly 2 . Determination of maximum speed was 
more difficult but I was reaching witho ut a ny 
problem 80 km/h. · 

The modifications and the test flight, 
are continued. Their main task is improving 
the lift/drag ratio to the possible nearly 15 
conserving its safety by good stability and· 
controlability. This safety is caused by these 
properties: 

the possibility of stable and controll
able stall and the parachuting from any 
altitude; 
impossibility of the slip on the wing 
and asymetrical stall; 
impossibility of spin; 
controllable diving and easy recovery 
fr om dive; 
v e r y bro a d sp eed range and its saf e 
bo und aries, very importa nt for strong 

r, 



wind and turbulent conditions; 

the possibility of immediate transition 
from dive to parachuting en the same 
straight line trajectory losing only a 
dozen meters of altitude. 

11. 

The last property is extraordinary and worth 
some words. As is knowr for the definite geometry 
of the glider there exists one speed polar curve 
for the steady flight. But the spring wing of 
Z-77 is very elastic in torsion and therefore its 
polar curve is the envelope of an infinity of 
polars for the different tLlist angles of the wing. 
It is shown ·on the fig.l, which explains the 
c~use of the broad speed of z~77. On the result
ing polar, for the great range of the trajectory 
inclination angle, the two points A and B can be 
f □ und for which an angle is the same but different 
are the speeds of diving and parachuting. For 

, I 

the hang glider having fixed geometry with con-
siderable sweep or conventional hori z ontal tail 
stabilizer, the quick transit from t he state A 
to Bon the straight line trajectory AB is 
practically impossible and occurs during pull 
up maneouvre or slow stall along the curve AB. 
Similarly behaves the flexible wings with con
siderable sweep of leading edge and a neglegibl~ 
torsional elasticity of the sail as the unelastic 
f lexible canopy stres?ed bet ween the keel and 
leading edge tubes. 

Completely different situation occurs when 
the hang glider has elastic wing, is without 
horizontal tail surface or sweep and has low 
~oment of inertia in pitch. Then the sudden 
transit from point A to Bon the straight line 
trajectory i~ possible for the sufficiently 
great and fast increasing of the incidence angle. 
Of course the moderate not too slow increasing 
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of incidence angle involves the dynarr1ic climbing 
as . is normal. For the slow increase of incidence 
angle the glider mu~l,es according to t he c u rve 
AB. 

Described and explained as above the dynamic 
stall and the maneouvre of landing in difficult 
situation (fig.2) is gene~ally simple. But 
technically the problem is more bomplicated 
because the torsional elasticity and the time 
of maneouvre must be suitable. These factors 
cause the deviation of the real trajectory 
from the straight - line AB, from the straight 
line AB. This happens as a result of the 
restrained twisting ability of the wing and the 

- finite time required to change the angle of 
incidence. These factors change the actual 
performance from the line AB while changing 

_ from diving to parachuting. Briefly the rigid 
-ity of the wing must be between defined limits. 
If the wing is too rigid the time required to 
carry out the maneouvre of changing from diving 
to parachuting is so small that it becomes 
beyond the physical capabilities of the pilot. 
If the wing is not sufficiently rigid then the 
maneouv·re becomes difficult and can result in a 
s h a r p c l i m b , s t a 11 an d i: pa n c a k e " -, w h i c h w i 11 
mean reduced safety. These and other problems 
are the scope of further research and test of 
the aircraft type Z-77, which has made over 400 
flights to date. 

The Z-77 even now enables short and precise 
landings from steep descents behind an obstacle 
using all of the wing area as a powerful 
aerodynamic brake (fig.6). 
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FOR SALE 

nne only, in kit * 
• 1t V 

Phis real high fly Pr ha s one flight only ancJ should oe in 
,.r nt concl1+ 1on. ma.v h H VF .::--l iit+l t" eorrosio:n · n some parts o 

- SomE· parts are missing-. P.S. Manufacture. 
: n t. P rna ti ona t PY1 rl e rs i nv i t ed • 
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: GLIDERS 
~ 
\ 

\ · I ASSOCIATION 

MINUTES OF GENERAL MEETING 25/6/79 

1. Min~tes of the last meeting read by Mike Thorn, 
seconded by Greg Scott, A~cepted. Th9re was no bLlsiness 
arising fro~ the min~tes. 
2. TAHGA Report given by Russell Hou3e. There has been 
a delay in the printing of the copies of the new rating forms, 
but they are expected to be here soo~. 
3o Trea3urers Report given by Ray Chatfield. 
Costs. $13.25 Postage Receipts. $ 97-50 Subs 

1.25 Petty Cash 25~50 Sales 
60.00 4 TAHGA Subs □ .75 Donation 

1.12 Chq.Bk. Exch. $123.75 
$ 75.62 

Present Balance: $223.95 Chq. Accou~t 
704-67 P.B.S. Accou~t 

29.66 Petty Cash 
25.00 Money in ~and 

$983. 28 
4. Rod Ashton spoke on contributions to the magazine and 
the need for more articles and photo's. Rod made a reqJest 
that all members make some contribution. -· 
GENERAL BUSINESS 
5. Mike Thorn again mention9d an alternative route to the 
top of Mt. Bakew~ll. 
6. A motion was put by Ray Chatfield that the club invest 
in another 3 Pagan books for the library. Seconded Mike 
Thorn. Accepted. 
7. Greg Perejuan made a request that all members see that 
all books that are finished with be returned to the library 
so that other membera may borrow these books, allowing the 
club to have full use of the ~club library' as it should be. 
B. Terry Scarer has provided the club with about 40 copies 
af the questions for the new rating scheme (Hang 1-4) 
9. Russe.11 Hause gave notice of a motion to . amend the 
present constitution concerning censuring (Con3titutian 
clause Section 5, sub-section 4, sub-section G), to bring 
it in line with the Federal Constitution. 
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THE 'NO CONTEST' SYNDROME 

by Rod Ashton, H.G.A. of W. A. 

Pilots in W.A . suffer probably more than any other state, 
in one respect. That is the almost rion-existance of 
suitable sites for holding contests at this time. All . 
Hang Gliding contests to this date, which have been 
arranged and organised, have either been severely restricted 
by the site, the we~ther or both. Two major contests 
to my knowledge have had to be abandoned. 

After reading of an L/D contest held in the States recently 
and more importantly, the way it was run, it appears 
that a ray of hope could be on the horizon. If you 

AEROSYSTEMS XB-130 11 JABBAWOCKY 11 BOWSPRIT GLIDER AT · 

ALBANY, W.A. Pilot- Ray Chatfield. 
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subscribe to 'Hang Gliding Magazine' (U.S.A.) you 
will have read all about it - it not, this could be the 
way to go in W.A.- for our contests, and I will just 
pick the eyes out of the article for interest. 

Firstly, the contest was held off a 100 ft high hill, 
(no typing error - 100 ft is right!) with a landing 
area in front about 1,400 ft long. Two weekends 
were selected, in case the weather caused problems 
on one. 

The run way was laid out (with strips of white material 
nailed to the ground) - 50ft wide and long enough for 
accurate measurement of successful flights. 

The pilot had to start his run with one foot on a 
white square, and the pilots body had to pass over 
a marker on the groundwhere the pilot became airborne. 
On this site, there were some · trees in front of the 
take off, which meant each pilot had to execute a 

0 
90 turn and to fly between two orange pylons on the 
ground, and then line up on the runway. He had to 
land within the runway, or not be scored, and was 
allowed two flights. His total distance of the two 
flights would give him his score. 

Being essentially an L/D contest it was held at a -
time when you could expect 'no wind' conditions, 
as this was required, for best results. The first day 
was nearly perfect. Some remarkable results came out 
of the contest. The Hot Pilot who turned up with a 
modified double sur-face Fledgling was felt to be a 
certainty to win the contest but in fact, only came 
in fourth! 

The winner of the contest was Roy Haggard, a top class 
pilot flying a 'Mosquito'- - ( a late model U.S. design) 
Why did this glider win over 22 other makes of High 
Performance Gliders with mostly Top Pilots? It could 
not have been that - the glider was vastly superio in L/D 
to all other makes, because other 'Mosquitos' entered, 
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. 
11 tO PILOTS WITH POOCHES" - COULD YOUR DOG PASS THE 
NEW. RATING SCHEME?? 

placed ].7th and 21st. The pilots weight, here didnt 
seem to be a factor, as all pilots weighed about the 
same, and all . the Mosquitos had the same wing area. 

What we have all possibly suspected for some time -
is that the Pilot seems to be very important and maybe 
more important than the glider. 

The Fledgling only coming fourth was puzzling, as most 
people thought with his supposedly high L/D he would 
overshoot the runway and land on the road beyond in 
heavy traffic. 

Theoretic~lly, the wind, should be the only variable 
factor in this type of contest, if flown early in the 
morning, and this did complicate finaJ results somewhat . 

Even at 6 MPH . this produced some ridge lift for some 
flights and extende~ flights crept i.n around this time. 
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This could be overcome to some extend by flying at dawn(!) 
if necessary, and recording the time of ealch flight and 
logging wind speeds to correct final results.,perhaps. 

I see depini te possibilities this winter, . for this type 
of competition to be held at the Toodyay site. Another 
idea worthy of mention; is to have two take off points 
and two runways, and to operate with one-on-onejoff 
double elimination basic foundation, no matter what type 
of contest it is. This would mean the two pilots competing 
against each other would take of in idential wind or 
thermal conditions. One•on~one makes a pilot compete 
with another pilot-not with the time of day, and variations 
in the weather. 

As they said in the article, "Whoever goes the furthest 
wins the Prize - the competition is fierce and serious
the spectator appeal is tremendous. All flights come 
down in one small locale, with continuous heavy action. 
These contests are attactive, because therk quie4 simple, 
tension free, relatively easy to organise, and the decision 
of the judges is final. 

Also the contest is first and 
a lot of people to have fresh 
various gliders. 

foremost fun. It also allows -- --
opinions of the L/D of the 

If anyone is interested, the offer of a Trophy I made for 
an earlier competition that had to be abandoned is still 
open. How good is your L/D /?????? 

Hang in there ! ! 
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FLYING THE FLATLANDS 

By Bernie Beer. 

When I decided to leave Melbourne and spend 
twelve months, working for my father I thought 
that my flying would be finished for a while, 
but things have turned out to be pretty good. 

Our farm is at Lake Cullulleraine (Vic) and 
is halfway between Mildura and the S.A. 
border. A little over an hours drive and you 
are at Lake Bonney, near Barmera in S.A. and 
the ho~e of the S.A. Tow Kite Club. I have 

· spent two weekends towing already, using up 
to 1,300 feet of line it is possible to sky 
out on good dayse My best flight so far is 
about 10 minutes off a 1,000 foot rope. This 
is real thermal country, as it is only about 
30 km. to Waikerie, the site of the World 

· Gliding Championships in 1974. Most of the 
Australian, and some World records have been 
set from Waikerie. 

The tow-kite guys are very thermal minded, 
a few of them have parachutes and varios! 
This is because they aim to own a winch and 
club boat by:ynext surnmer, and with 2,000' 
laµnches the thermal flights should be even 
more common. It (the winch) will make towing 
through the strong stuff much easier and 
safer as well. 

I competed in one round of their State 
Championships and came 5th for the day. 
could have done even better but I got greedy, 
tryed a low 360 and ended up landing in the 
wate~ instead of on the target or the beach. 
They run about 5 rounds of competition, that 
is, 5 different weekends over the season, 
and award the championship to the pilot with 
the highest aggregate score. As they have~ 
already had one round before I came up here, 
I haven't got much chance, but it's all good 
fun. The Maxi doesn't float as well with the 
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floats on (float in the air I mean!) and 
they make it a bit heavier to handle as well. 
But all the other guys have the same 'dis
advantage. There is only one other Mark 3 up 
here, and a lot of Mark· 1 and 2's. Also a 
Stingray and a couple of old Midi's. As most 
of the guys come from Adelaide or Murray 
Bridg~ we don't fly every weekend. 
Last weekend (19th and 20th of May) I decided 

to do some sailplane flying as there was no 
towing. The Sunraysia Gliding Club have their 
own airfield near Mildura, only half an hours 
drive away. I used to be a member when I was 
still living up here, and had a Silver C and 
about 70 hours, but I hadn't flown a sail
plane for 5 years. I was rapt to find I could 
still fly fairly well, in fact I was told I 
should soon be in the Astir single seater. 
They also have a Salta and LS3A in the club 
fleet. While at the gliding club I met some 
interesting people. One was a local guy who 
owns an ultralight aircraft called a Skycraft 
Scbut. It has Dacron wings etc. and a 150 cc 

· motor. He invited me to come round and check 
it out when I get a chance. He was pretty 
rapt when I told him that I flew kites as 
well as sailplanes, and I reckon I could con 
a fly of it if I work up the courage. 

I also met two guys and a chick who asked 
for the clubs permission to launch their hot
air balloon from the airfield early Mond~ay 
morning. They got the OK as long as they 
checked with D. of T. at the main airport. 
I went up and - introduced myseif to them .and 
asked would they be interest,ed in balloon 
droppihg m~ and my kite. Thei said no wa~! 

As I had to work on Monday, I said that they 
might land on our farm, as it was blowing 
that way. They said that would be great and 
went on their way. 
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The next morning 1 was just finishing break
fast when a neighboring farmer rang and said 
that a balloon was drifting around! I soon 
spotted it about five miles downwind and 
jumped into my car and chased it. They were 
drifting along at about five knots, and only 
fifty to a hundred feet up! I finally found 
a road that intersected their path, and we 
had a short coversation as they drifted about 
thirty feet above me. It went like this: 

"Hi, remember me, the guy you met yester-
day· _at the gliding club?" 

"Yeah, how are ya!" 
"When are you going to land?" 
"In about an hour. If you can get up ahead 

6£ us near the next road you can jump in and 
come for a short ride!" 
No sooner said than done! I raced ahead in my 
car, then sprinted into the middle of a padd
ock on their flight path. The balloon gently 
descended, and then bumped along the ground. 
I leaped in and landed in a heap on the floor 
of the basket. But the balloon was hesitant 
to lift off again, so one of the guys offered 
to get out and follow in my car. As soon as he 
got out, John, the balloonist, turned on the 
gas burner for a few seconds, and then we -
shot up to about two hundred feet! It was 
magic! Long periods of dead silence were 
interspaced with the roar of the gas burner, 
and we drifted along freaking out many a 
farmer along the way! 
Unluckily for Tom, the guy who got out, we 

wer~ heading for a patch of scrub about three 
miles wide, so there was no way he could get 
back in! Of course, this didn't worry me at 
all! I was ~aving a ·ball! As we neared the 
far side of the scrub we were watching some 
kangaroo's and waving to two farmers, when we 
looked ahead to see we were sinking, and 
sinking fast. John hit both burners off at 
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once, but he was too - late. The b_asket was: 
heading straight for the top of a malle·e tree .• 
Crash! We all' ducked into the basket; but 
luckily it was only the leafy top of the tree. 
I peeked over the top of the basket just in 
time to see a three to four inch thick tree 
trunk, complete with a birds nest in. a fork, 
coming up. Bang! We hit hard, and for a horr
ible moment the basket just sat there. Then 
the balloon began to lift and we slid up the 
side of the tree with branches, birds nests' 
and arms and legs going in all directions. 
Then we were clear, and out of the forest. 
While we were calming down and laughing our 
heads off we again failed to notice heavy 
sink. I think we may have been in a rotor in 
the lee of the forest. Again we fired both 
burners, but again we were too late and the 
basket hit the ground hard! I nearly fell out, 
it was that violent, but then we lifted up_ 
again. I asked John would he mind flying a 
little higher, and the other passenger, Kirsty 
seconded the motion! 

The trouble is that there is a lag of about 
ten seconds from the time the burner is 
turned on to the time the balloon lifts. So 
plenty of anticipation is needed when flying 
low. 
Meanwhile Tom had missed out badly because 

the wind had swung and was now taking us 
away from the road he was on. So I stayed on 
board until the enc~. The landing came pretty 
soon because we noticed that it was now blow
ing about ten to twelve knots on the ground, 
and that meant a tricky landing. We descended 
slowly, but as soon as we hit, the basket 
tipped on its side and we were dragged along 
for about forty metres while John furiously 
ripped the panel that allows the balloon to 
deflate. It was pretty soft sand though, and 
we finally came to a stop, grinning from ear 
to ear,! 

They had been in the air for about two hours 
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and covered about twenty five miles, and I was 
in the contraption for half that time and 
distance. They had in fact ta~en off only two 
miles away from our house, in -the camping 
ground at Lake Cullulleraine. This was because 
D.09T. had refused permission to take off with
in fifteen miles of an airport. 

I invited them to take off from our farm 
today, but as it was blown out they didn't 
come .. 
It was pretty hard to go home and start work 

that afternoon, as you can imagine .. Never 
before have I flown for so long, so low and 
over such a distance. If you ever get half a 
chance to jump in a balloon, don't hesitate! 

So there you have it, ultralight soaring is 
certainly not dead up here, ·even if the near
est hill is two hundred miles away! If any
one is heading this way, bring a kite and tow 
frame and we'll get you into the air! 
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ANGEL OF MERCY?? 

By Peter Lissenburg. 

On the second of June the crew met at the 
usual place in Yea, . and continued on to the 
landing area at Warrigul Rocks, at which spot 
we met Dave Harding and Craig Aitken. We then 
packed everyone into the respective cars and 
started up the hill for a sled run. {Some of 
us had higher hopes). After much scraping and 
scratching of exhaust pipes, we reached the 
top to find a 1 - 2 mph wind up-face and cold, 
{no high hopes left now). Started setting up. 
During the set Peter Holloway noticed some

thing going on behind a car on the other side 
of the clearing. Well we all had a fair idea 
what it might be, but being the innocent type 
Pete went to ivestigate. He found four rock 
climbers carrying a bloke laid out on the back 
seat of a car {good idea for a stretcher). 
They intended putting him in their small 
Corona, and driving down the mountain to a 
hospital. So we help replace the seat back in 
the car. Finding that he didn't fit across the 
car; his head and feet stuck out, we asked 
what the patients injuries were. Possible back 
injuries, he could not move his legs. We all 
silently thought they were all mad to consider 
driving him down the mountain is his condition. 

So we needed an ambulance. By this time some 
trail bike riders had turned up, but they 
didn't know any quick way down. So the quick
est way down was to fly. I was first in line 
so no more was said. The little Lynx stood 
ready and was pre-flighted within a few min
utes, and I spent the next few minutes get
ting into my cacoon harness; well it's no 
hassle in the air, almost. After hooking in I 
realised that no-one would believe I was gett
ing help for a rock-climber and not one of 
the fliers. Oh well, such is life. I launched 
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into 2 mph of headwind, flew through an almost 
imperceptable sheer layer (NW going to NE) and 
landed as usual behind the Trawool Pub, did a 
short dash to the Pub and rang for an Ambu
lance. I felt like asking for one with a roof
rack, but didn't like my chances, so I just 
waited to guide it back up the track. 

We found out later that he recovered the use 
of his legs after a while, but I hate to imag
ine what a ride down the road across the back 
seat of a small car would have done to him. 

Photo by Fred Butcher 

\ 
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FRED FLY STRIKES AGAIN!! 

(Well, sort of!) 

Congratulations David Harding, you're a good 
sport. You took the criticism light heartedly 
and bore Fred Fly no malice (I think) .- Also 
I do believe you to be quite a competent flier 
now, but sorry to say, eighteen months ago I 
thought not. (AS we don't fly the same sites 
we rarely meet). 

Everybody was saying I had it in for you, on 
the contrary, I haven't had my end in for 
quite some time, and besides, youJre not my 
type. 

Anyway Dave, you are doing a great job as 
President, so keep up the good work and keep 
smiling. 

Fred Fly I 

(Fon the bene6it 06 inten~tate neaden~, Fned 
Fly wnote a ~eathing attaeR on the V.H.G.A. 
Committee, and Vave Handing in pantieulan. 
To thi-0 day, the V.H.G.A. Committee doe~ not 
know the tnue identity 06 Fned Fly, but we -
have oun -0u~pieion~ .... 

( 

Al~o, to elani6y a point in Fned'-0 letten, 
Vave Handing i~ the .Seenetany, not the 
Pne~ident . Cnaig AitRen hold-0 the Pne~idential 
po~ iti o n . ) Edi-ton . 

Ray Fehlberq flying a Jaguar at Portsea 

Photo by Mark Stafford 
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ANNOUNCING - THE -
197,,~ao VICTORIAN OPEN DISTANCE PRIZE 

AIM 
Tb encourage safe, goal oriented cross country hang glider 
flights in the State of Victoria. 

THE PRIZE - HOW SHE IS WON 
$75 and a trophy is in the pot . The winner will be the 
flyer who completes the longest distance (taken in a straight 
line) in a single flight, (naturally, documentation of the 
fl i ght will be necessary), from now until Easter Friday 1980. 
Further donations to increase the prize will be accepted. 

DOCUMENTATION 
An entry form is printed on the next page. All 

~required is a statement from someone who saw you 
statement from someone who saw you land and/or a 
taken from about 200' above the point you 1and. 
d little instamatic camera). 

ENTRY FEE 
Nothing I 

• 

ELIGIBILITY FOR ENTRY 

that '·s 
launch, a 
photograph 
(i.e. carry 

Entries will be received from any person flying a site 
consistent with their current rating . No entry will be 
accepted from flyers flying beyond their rating (e.g. H3 at 
Buffalo) in fact, these people will be reported to the 
association . Parachutes MUST BE CARRIED on all inland 
at temp-ts. .. 



1.Y/9-·8U XL OPEN DiS1ANCt PRlZt ENTRY FORM 

NAME PHONE. ·------ - ·---- -~ 
ADDRESS _________ P/CODE 

RATING GLLDER TYPE PARACHUTE ? 
------·. ---·-

SITE • DATE . --------· --- · - ·- ·- -

WEATHER CONDITIONS AS TAKE OFF : -

PREVAILING WIND: ____ (km/hr) ___ _ (direction) 

TYPE. TEMPERATURE 0 c CLOUD COVER 

TAKE OFF 

TIME. WITNESSED : 

( ) ----------

( name ) 

(phone) 

~ :3. 

(signed) 

LANDING 

TIME: -------
LANDtNG POINT: 

·---------

WITNESSED: _________ (name) 

( ) ---------(phone) 

---------(signed) 

LANDING (PHOTOGRAPH ATTACHED) 

The attached photograph was taken from teet , 

and shows my Landing point (marked x) at the time and 

date above 

correct · 

..... 

SEND TO 

certify that this statement ·is true and 

___________ (signed) 

XC OPEN. c/ BOX 40Q, PRAHRAN, VICTORIA, 1181-
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THERMAL & X'C FLYERS 
FOR THE BEST RANGE of INSTRUMENTS and EMERGENCY 

PARACHUTES call or write 

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDING 
M.S.1 2071 Chevallum Raad, PALMWOODS. 4555 

Ph: (071) 45-9185 {before 9:00 am is best) 

·ALTIMETERS· 
Prop. STAN ROY 

'-

(Compulsory where NOTAMS apply.) 

THOMMEN 2000 0-15,000ft., 20ft. increments. $115-00. 

Velbra Wrist Strap $3-00. 
THOMMEN 1000 50ft. increments. $80-00. 

·VARIOS· HUMMINGBIRD 
(Excellent Sensitivity) 

Super Performance. Long Battery Life. $16 □- □ o. 

NEW '.'HUMMING BIRD" with better mounting and Adjustable 
sink alarm. 

Swing Arm Protects Vario $18- □ 0. 
Streamlined Flight Deck now being developed. 

>> EMERGENCY PARACHUTES << 

• WI NDHAVEN • 

I.. 

· Advanced Air Sports· 
24ft. - $295- □n. 26ft. - $310-0□• 

• Learner School 

Now with Deployment Bag if required. 
PROVEN EASY OPENING SYSTEM. 

• Sales & Service 
• Repairs 
• Accessories 

SPECIAL Prone Harness far CHUTE attachment. $70-00. 

~INDMETERS with enclosed Compass $26-00. 

HELMETS Strong Open Ear Type $32-0□• 

AIR SPEED INDICATORS ELAPSED TIME METERS 
Other VARI □.£ . and Instruments coming in for testing. 

Agent: SKYLAND & McDONALD HANG GLIDERS 
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S.A.H.G.A. can be found at 

Phone: 
or 

Executive Committee:-

Sports Administration Centre, 
1 Goodwood Road, 
GOODWOOD, S.A., 5034. 
08 272 8844 
write to P.O. Box 163, 

GOODWOOD, 
5034. 

President: Bill Temby 270 2032 
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Secretary: Wayne Miller Bus 51 7651: 297 1928 ah 
Equipment Officer: Bill Thorney work 

. 1-ibrary: Richard Webb 25 8568 
Public Relations: Trish Arland Bus. 223 6427:or at S.A.C. 
Competitors Director Grahame Phieffer 44 2510 
Committee Member: Michael Richardson 
Treasurer: Sara Duvnjale 31 3016 

1.cting Safety Director August Lee Miller 

~ ,., 

01 • . 

:e 

Monthly Meeting_;_ 

First Tuesday of the Month 8 _p.m. at South Adelaide 
Football Club Rooms, 1303 South Road, Clovelly Park -
opposite Chrysler. 
(T. Shirts, tracksuits~- thongs not to be worn.) 

Expected Events: 

August 

September 

7 
14 & 28 

4 
11 & 25 

October longweek-end 

- General Meeting. 
Executive Meetings. 

- General Meeting. 
- Executive Meetings. 
- State Comps. 
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EDITORIAL 

A suprising thing happened at the last 
general meeting - open vigerous debate from the 
members. 

There's been a lot going on at executive 
meetings on a state (SAHGA) and federal (TAHGA) 
level that is beginning to emerge completed and 
presented to members. 

The new rating scheme has been on the c ards 
since April'77 at least waiting for some-one 
with energy and know-how to set it out, various 
people had been co-opted to help set up the 
system - even one of SAHGA members but Alan 
Laing (NSWHGA) was the one with the momentum to 
get the kite flying and finally put pen to pape r 

Part 1 appeared in May'77 Skysailor with part 
2 in June'77 Skysailor and no relevant comments 
from the members in May issue or the July'77 
issue. 

Now its been official for a month. 

Unfortun~tely debate at July General Meeking 
was too late. With our constitutional system 
(which members voted ,for) the TAHGA Executive 
has the right to introduce and implement the 
new rating scheme. 

At the general meetings the TAHC~ co-ordin
ator (Bill Temby) often mentioned he has things 
on his desk for thos interested. Perhaps in 
future you'll look and keep an eye on what the 
TAHGA Executive is up to. In the past,few 
members h 3ve been bothered to even have a look 
much les s co mm ent. 

Good to see debate from the floor supporting 
the competitions committee and discussing how 
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to spend funds to be allocated by SAHGA Executive 
for equipment. I suspect country hospitality 
pays off as there was energetic support of count
ry members and their interest by the City Fliers. 

Keep a close watch on your executive offer 
suggestions and question what they do. 

Sara Dvunjak, 
Editor Icarus, 

SAHGA Executive Member, 
(Treasurer) 

. NELl MEMBERS AND OLD 

As treasurer I usually accept applications 
for membership and have been concerned at the 
out o·f date information sheets I hand to pros
pective members of SAHGA I plan to have approval 
of the executive by the time you read this to 
find a booklet that can be given out to current 
and new members~ 

Possible Topics for inclusion are:-

Safety 
TAHGA 
History of Hang 
Compeititions 
Rating Scheme 
Library 
Site Ratings and 
Social Committee 

Gliding 

Location 
etc. 

Have you any ideas? Please contact me 
directly or at general meetings, executive meet
ings or at · HOME PHONE: 08 31 3016, POST: P.O., 
Box 87 MAROEN 5070. 

.:...-J 



:38. I would be especiall y interes t ed i n t;o mme nts 
by recent members and co u ntry me mbe rs. 

Current members can help welcome ne~ people 
a n d h e 1 p t h em t lJ b r e a k i n t o t h e s c e n e a t in e e t i r1 q s 
and sites, by - 1. Introducing yourself 

2. - Writing articles - especia l~y 
on your learning experiences. 

3. Helping sproggies whilst on 
site. 

4. R_e ad in g t.h e article 

"The forgotten race •••••••• yes, the strugg
ling beginner" by Greg Perejuas WAHGA - Sk ysai lo r 
June 79 page 21-22. 

S.A.H. G. A. Library~ 

Here's a new format regardi ng s troage and borrowing 
facilities for the library. 
Happily the number of l i br ary books has increased to 
a point where i t is imparactable to bring them all to 
meetings. From Augus t 79 onwards a selection only of 
the books will be avai l able at general meetings and 
storage of all t he books will be at The Sports Admin
istration Centre , 1 Goodwood Road, GOODWOOD. 
These books will be available on Tuesday between 9 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. 
If you want a book either 1. collect direct. 

2. contact ~e to bring them 
to general meetings. 

3. Country members can have 
them posted or 

4. Reserve it if not immed
iately available. 

':Phank you Sara for donating the "Book of Airsports" 
by Ann Welch - received previously in Icarus • 

• 
Richard Webb, 
66 Gregory Street, 
BRAH.AMA LOLGE, 5109. 

Phone after hours:- 258 8568 Wtm. 
or S. A. C. :- 272 8844 Wtm. 
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P.S. There's lots of glossy Hang Gliding Magazines 
for 20¢ monthly in the library that don't look like 
they've been read. 

In March 1 wrote to Glider Roder asking if they would 
like to exchange Glider Rider with us for Icarus. 
(previous to Skysailer/Icarus format). 

In June a complementary copy of Glider Rider and 
letter was received . to the effect that the suggestion 
was acceptable - book forward to reading Glider Rider 
from S.A.H.G.A. Library monthly. (at no cost to the 
club) 
Incidentally they're going Glossy soon. 

New Rating~: 

Philip Duncan H1 
Ross Williams H2 
John Moore H1 
Grahame Vander Wold H3p 

New Members. 

Bill Smith 
Steve Herd 
David Oswald 
Berme Walton 

PILOT EDUCATION COURSES 

53232 H1 
53233 N/R 
53234 N/R 
53235 N/R 

A close look at the newly proposed rating 
scheme which is to become official in September, 
reveals that many of the pilots would not pass 
the verbal tests. - Indeed I have found great 
difficulty in selling manuals that are designed 
for the purpose of ed~cating pilots. 

A course will be run on similar lines as 
tha one set up for the Workers Education 
Association; le~ving out the history and 
concentrating on Rating questions and notable 
problem areas. 

Safety Officers will find a course of this 
kind valuable, as they will be testing thos~e 

39. 
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pilots making advances through the new Rating 
Scheme. They will be required to know without 
error the answers to all questions that must be 
asked. 

The dates and venue for these lecture 
(which are F.o.c.) nights will be announced at 
the General Meeting and listed in the next 
Skysailor. 

Robert Davis, 
EXECUTIVE SAHGA. 

STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS . . 
THE DATE AND SITE FOR THE 1979 STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS HAS 
BEEN FINALISED. 

DATE: 
SITE: 

OCTOBER LONG WEEKEND - 6th, 7th & 8th 
"BUBRAi SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 

From the August monthly meeting, a booklet of rules, 
scoring system, possible tasks etc. will be available 
for a small price (to cover printing costs) on request. 
Country members should write to the Competitions Committee 
c/- S.A.H.G.A., P.O. Box 163, GOODWOOD. S.A. 5034, asking 
for a copy., · 

There will be a meeting oh the first Wednesday in September 
( 5th) a t 7:30pm at the Sp~its Administration Centre 
for all i nt~rested pilots to discuss this competition with 
the committee. This will be the chance fcir pilots to have 
their s aj how they would like to see the competition 
run, so be there! 

Entry Fees _ta be decided at this meeting - possibly $5-10. 

.The Championships are op~n to all rated pilots, weathet 
~ermitting • . The novice events7f the State Championships 
may be flown in Adelaide two weeks later if there is no 
site suitable at Surra during the long weekend. 

-~- . ...,, 



THE SOARMASTER CIA 

Fundamentally, the subject of our test is a hang glider 
suitably beefed-up to take an engine.;. a stroke of in
spiration comparable to the invention of pedals for the 
bicycle as who wants to run, holding a hang glider over 
his hea, all the way to work? Casting an eye over the 
device reveals a frame, of course, tubular light alloy 
as black iron isn't trendy any more, which amounts to a. 
stressed backbone with wing-supporting members secured 
to it by stainless clamps. The engine-drivesha.ft
propeller complex is admirably compact (if you don't 
mind its being 7ft long) and hung more or less securely 
from the backbone. As furnished, the plastic fuel 
tank on the PP 106 unit holds only two qua~ts, giving 
some 30 minutes flying, but in lieu of carrying old 
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milk cartons of extra fuel in your pockets, it is under
stood that a long distance tank can be fitted above the 
engine. Trouble-free running is assured by an aluminum 
non-catalytic muffler while the chrome-moly driveshaft 
is supported inside its aluminum tube by four sealed 
ball bearings. The area normally occupied by taillights, 
bumpers, -etc. features in this case a fiberglass prop
eller bolted to a 91 reusable" ally hub, Elus a folding . 
tail skid necessary to prevent the propeller's having to 
be replaced every time the tail goes down during talce
off. 
Dependent from the main wing st:rut is a wire-braced 
structure bearing two Japanese purse-seine floats 
masquerading as wheels; since the speed of landing is 
less .than jogging speed, nylon bushings are thought 
suitable where they Tit onto their shaft. Finishing 
up, the whole gemilla is dressed by a dacron cover held 
on by a flotilla of stop nuts to make a handsome, if 
somewhat precarious, transportation device. 

Departing for j;he daily round requires a bit more prep- . 
aration than just stepping into yourttmini" in fact 
the whole bus.~ness is more reminiscent of early day 

~ 
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motoring than modem. _As ·tnere is no windshield, much 
less heater, cigarett lighter, glovebox or tape deck, 
one must dress for the weather, as i t were, not for
getting goggles, crash helmet and running shoes for 
reasons which will become apparent later: in fac t a 
set of leathers would not go amiss. Having propped the 
C5A on its appendages facing into the wind, the next drill 
is to ensure tha.t the tank is full and then crank over 
the engine by pulling on the prop. This sometimes takes 
a while, two-strokes being what they are, until the 
thing fires and gets itself into a mood to run. At thie 
time it is just as well to shut the engine off (kill 
button on the right front strut) as entrance is from the 
rear and we don't want to get too friendly with the 
propeller, do we? 

Even as Scuderia Ferrari van drivers have to wear racing 
gloves; the Soarmaster driver has to wear his "in" 
costume which, in this case means a sort of padded device 
like Margaret Dumont's corset, festooned with clips and 
straps. The help of another person is appreciated here 
as after entering the machine, hunched over for all the 
world like Quasimodo in chains, said clips and straps are 
attached to various parts of the airframe. In such a 
position, it is a triffle difficult to swing the prop 
with out getting into a really spectacular twist which 
might inhibit the actual decollage. Faithful second 
person (in practice, probably your wife in dressing 
gown and fuzzy slippers) lights up the engine again via 
the prop and then departure is not only feasible but 
imminent. Perhaps we should mention that since hands will 
be fully occupied and feet not anywhere near pedals, 
throttle control is achieved by a sort of clothespin 
held between the teeth with full throttle at full bite 
as it were. Gear changing is not necesary, fortunately 
enough, while a dead man's••• er••• fail-safe control 
activates should one's store choppers fall out, for 

\ 



example, as the engine is set to idle at 800 rpm approx. 
A clip is provided on the crossbar · to hold ea.id throttle 
at full opening (about 7000 rpm) which should prevent 
the driver from having jaws like Joan Sutherland by the 
time he gets to work. 
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&lgine running, check with tower, check the wind, check 
that the device is pointing into said wind and is level 
and if possible on a downgrade, the steeper the better. 
Full throttle and take three or four rapid steps for
ward (trying to ignore a trapeze thing banking the ankles) 
and if the wing is pointing up at the proper angle and 
the engine keeps producing power the whole outfit should 
lift off. This particular moment is no more touchy than 

~ persuading a ·· big Harley out of the driveway but there 
is, to be sure, a tentative moment of up and down up 
and down while the mighty Chrysler takes hold when you 

- are reminded irresistibly of those old newsreels of the 
pionners·. However as the a.l ti tude is minimal and you 
do have wheels, the moment passes (one way or another) 
and the C5A is airborne. The next step is to assume a 
horizontal position + or - on the Li-Lo, place the feet 

· on the trapeze which cunningly enough now hangs below, 
and set a course for upper altitudes. Controls are 
simplicity itself as the driver is hung at CG rather 
like a Christmas tree ornament and can vary direction 
or ride height by shifting his weight. Pull yourself 
front via the undercarriage crossbar to go down, ditto 

I back to go up, while turning one aide or the other is 
accomplished by moving crab-fashion along the bar to 
inititate a bank and then pushing a little more to 
make the thing depart from its chosen path~ Understeer 
is variable- depending on weather conditions. 
Performance is mo:re than adequate downwind , similar to 
a golf cart upwind (depending on wind force of' course) 
while side vectors :require a bit .of crafty tacking as 
there is no' keel, after all9 Only after achieving 
enough altitude to clear the tallest trees, phone poles, 
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tv antennas etc. is it advisable to look around and 
check the briefcase, lunchbox and bowler hat ·needed for 
-that important board meeting. 

Teetering about up there like the Sugar PJ:um Fairy, the 
driver has a marvelous view -of trees, houses, traffic -
choked freeways, eleventy seven stoplights all set on 
red and occasionally the inquisitive eye of a passing 
seagull who decided to take a closer look and pass on 
finer points of a.oaring technique. :Eventually however 
the time comes to descend, which is a much more simple 
matter than docking a supertanker or even finding a 
parking place in downtown Hindley Street. First 
selecting a landing place, the next matter in hand is 
to ascertain from which direction the wind is blowing 
(small smoke grenades are useful) and manage to head into 
it. Anyway, by modulating the mandible vernier in a 
suitable fashion and shifting the weight slightly for
ward, . a gradual descent may be made which will inevitably 
bring one on a collision-check that at terrestial 
vectorffi It i.s sometimes difficult to gauge -the optimum 
landing height from the ground but a saf·e rule-of-·thumb 
is when you can' -t quite see into car 1-,indcYws hori wnt
ally but can aee :into those of buses. .A.lternati.vely,, i.f 
you oa.n see up sklrts 1 t is t ime to £f{) around again ., 
Since a p:ro:pe r wh.eel l anding will put the driv·er' s nose 
only inches from tha pavHmant, the apfn:,nr-ed method. of 
al ighting (x·ecommended b:y- Santos-Dumont is to stall 
out a-t the :prr,per ffifHitent:v dis engag:a ttJE?. l ~gs f rom t he.Lr,· 
trapeze an3. land. in o. ru:nning ,posi t.ionil) 1rir1ilur:··e to 
trot a bit upon the momen.t of contact wil l .r esult in 
skinned ~knr.:H::.s at ·the v·ery lea.st l',-;h11~ a full•-power la.na,, .. ,, 
• ,t ··n f", -n ~\ Ji,, t ... p1·~·-1m~· ,,.. J3'rl ;r;n"l v fa ·" .J, ,. ,,,,f' A "1'ou· on +he .1 .. ng w .... i_, ~-1"J' ~~ ,J ,1. (;,,S\• :1, . . ""',·.:p .• :.-..w..1. ·:.>d ,:,1 , • .,!-.1, ," -~i..:.. ., ,Y "' 
Gong Show. Certai nly the Soa2'Tilast C5A :is a. ·i.,..iable, 
modern alterna tiv 1@ to choking tir affi·o i, traf.f.io cops 
a.nd fend~r benders in today's world~ Join the e:xal ted 

,(!' ,.. ~ ·r.i.....,,,s.,.. u .'] ot ·'-- "'- ,J av t comp.tiny o .. vuen~,ymer :a.nu ..6.,;. .u.. t• t i.... .i, ;:.,,-;,.l.a-.,, ,, , 
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N.S.W.H.G.A. Executive Council. 

· nominations are invited for the 1980 Executive 
Council. Positions Are: 

PRESIDENT 
SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
SAFETY CO-ORDINATOR 
COMPETITIONS ORGANISER 
NEWSLETTER EDITOR 

If you think N.S.oW.H.GoAo is 11ot giving yo~ a 
fair go, why not do s6i~thirig - 6onstructive about 
it. Have your nomination in Py 1 ST QCTOBE.R. 1979.,, 
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WINTER FLYING: KATABATJ:C WINDS AND .ASSOCIATED LIFT 
BANDS. 

by 
Chris South. 

This article deals mainly with large hills with east
erly aspects. I have chosen Stanwell Park as an example 
because it is a well known site and because the two 
effects; i.e. (i) The late afternoon reversal of winds 

(ii) 
some distance from 
pronounced there. 

at low levels and 
A strong, bumpy, _band of lift situated 
the face of the hill; we both very 

-=•·O\. \ 
~-s.r o 

' 

-;, ...... 
<l.~(.. ck ~v.Xs ~js. ~ sWcw Ck.rt.Q,. . __ 

Figure 1 is a cross-section taken through Stanwell 
Park from Stanwell Tops to the beach. The broken line 
represents the angle of the sun's rays in the late after
noon and the hatched area represents the resultant area 
of shadow. 

As soon as the land surface is covered by shadow, it 
begins to cool down. This in t urn, cools down the air 
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above it and as this air cools it becomes more dense and 
begins to slide down the hill towards the sea. This 
chuses a weaterly air flow over the beach. This will 
occur irrespective of the prevailing wind dire0tion and 
is called a katabatic wind. 

- ----·----- -

fic)J. 

~ -\<o..~bo..J.i '-- 1,.1 ~J. < ? n,-10.A"-5 ~ \>f E:,11, 1 ~ 

Figure 2 shows the situation as explained above. 
Clearly this situation is unstable. The two winds are 
moving in opposite directions and must colide somewhere. 
What happens where they ~o? 

The air flowing down the slope in colder and denser 
than the air flowing in with the south-easterly. The 
warmer south-easterly air _is therefore deflected upwards 
causing a cold front to form between the cold and warm 
airf1ows. 
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Figure 3 shows the resulting pattern with a well 
established cold front in position over the beach. The 
cold front will act in much the same way as a ridge 
deflecting the oucouring breeze upwards causing a strong 
lift band. Because of the sudden temperature difference 
at the interface, turbulence is likely to result. 
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Figure 4 is an aerial view showing the cold front, 
the lift band and the likely area of sink. 
A COUTIONARY NOTE: 

Because of the cooling of the air in the 
valley, strong sink may be encountered in this area. The 
lift band is frontal lift and can be very unstable and 
turbulant • . It may not be advisable to rely on this lift 
to venture far from the landing area. 
FOOTNOTE: 

My thanks go to Bob Mc.Afee, a climatology 
tutor at Macquarie Uni for checking this article over for 
me. 
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WINTER FLYING AND FROST BITE. 

·by 
C. McDonald. 

When flying in very cold conditions, it is possible 
that a person could be frost bitten. People exposed to 
sub-zero temperatures have lost toes and fingers through 
severe frost bite. 

During very cold weather, especially if there is 
also a strong wind blowing, frost bite is likely to · .occur 
on the extremities of the body such as nose, ears, chin, 
fingers .and toes. After being painfully cold, the affec
ted ·parts become waxy white in appearance and feel quite 
numb. This:: Js when it becomes dangerous because: there ' is 
n.o pain .as the skin slowly freezes. White patches on a 
red or greyish ·c.oJoured skin are indications that _ frost 
bite has set in;: -but this _diff-icul t to notice when flying. 

_ _ qrad~:a1ly warning' with body heat is the safest way · 
to reli~~~ min6i frost bit~. If the face or ear is affec~ 
ted cover the part with a gloved hand until natural 
colour ·and feeling return. If the fingers are affected, 
remove the glowe and place under armpit. If the toes are 
affecte_d wrap in a blanket or place on a friend's chest 
under h·is shirt. If the frost bite is severe such as a 
frozen hand or foot, the person should be ~ept warm ·and 
taken to hospital without rewarming the damaged . areas .• 

The greatest cause of f~os t bite is a · strong wind 
on a · sub-zero day. Studies have been made · ·to determine-, 
at various wind speeds, the wind chill factor, i.e., the 
drop in temperature, f rom the calm air terriperatur·e, 
caused by t he wind. It has beer shown that if the shelt
ered air t emperature is o0 c, the effective wind chill 
temperature for a 20 m.p.h. wind is -14°C. The wind 
chill factor increases in magnitude as the air tempera
ture becomes colder and the wind stronger. Most first 
aid authorities advise caution after two hours activity 
in temperatures below -13°c. Below -32°c, there is in
creasing danger of freez i ng the skin within a few minutes. 
Also mountain cl imbers believe a dry wind, ratber than a 
h ·a · rl · , f 1 um1: tJ J_ n~, i s .mor e riarm u • 



As yo,.1 are flying at about · 20 m.p.h., the effective 
wind is 20 m.p.h~ -14°c. This means you should limit the 
fli ght to about 2 hrs and take the added precaution of 
close fitting gloves and mittens, balaclava or scarf, two 
pair of sooks and. thermal underwear. Wind chill 
thermometers are available to see how ~old it really is. 

Also as you gain height the air temperature decreases at 
about 3 to 5 C per 1000 feet on average thermal days . On 
a winters thermalling day the ground temperature would 
probably be about 15 C. Assuming a laµse rate 3°c/1000 
feet, the height you can gain cefore the temperature 
drops to o0 c is 5000 feet and with the 20 ffi.p . h. wind 
chill factor the effective temperature is -14°c. So on 
such a day you may fly at an -average of about 5000 feet 
above the ground for 2 hours without much worry. On a 
summer's day with a 30°c ground temperature and a simila.r 
lapse rate, the teight of freezing may be around 10,000 

, feet which would be safe for two hov..rs flying at 20 m.p.h. 

It appears that there is little danger of being 
frost bitten while cross country thermal flying as the 

. altitude would warm up as he descended. However the 
serious cross country pilot who is hoping to stay air -
borne several hours would ·be well advised to rug up if he 
expects to be flying at the heights mentioned whE,re sub
zero temperatures can be expected. 

SKYSAILDR SEPTEMBER ISSUE WILL INCLUDE: 

"BODY -IT'S COLD INSIDE" 

51. 
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- THE MARKET PLACE -

ADVERTISERS are reminded that the Trade 
Practices Act 1974 provides severe penalties for false 
advertising. It is not possible for Skysailor or 
T.A.H.GoA. to check the accuracy or quality of goods 
offered by advertisers and, therefore, the responsibility 
must lie with the persons and companies submitting 
material for publication. If 

FOR SALE - Cobra, reasonable condition, red, white & blue 
plus extras $400 or reasonable offer. Ring: KENNETH 
SMITH on 217-0461 (08) Ext. 291 or call at 
39 Barker Ave., Findon. South Australia. 

FOR SALE - COBRA LARGE - Good condition WHITE with GREEN & 
BLUE Panels includes harness & prone belt $400 or 
best offer. Hammock harness black - $45. CHRIS R. STOTT 
7 RONALD RD., REDWOOD PARK or Phone (08) 263 0781. 

FOR SALE - FREE FLIGHT STANDARD 16x18 Q76 1 Model s.s. king 
post. clrs - green, blue and black. good condition. 
$200 or offer. Contact: ANDREW MOWER (OB) 298-7837. 

FOR SALE - ICARUS V - red, white & blue with fully enclosed 
trailer. 125cc McCulloch Motor - 28" propellor 
developing 601b thrust direct drive all up weight 
95lbs. $1,200 as seen in Skysailor 17 

Contact: Bob Edgecombe 5/591 South Rd~, EVERARD PK.S.A. 

FOR SALE - LARGE JAGUAR - BEST big kite buy in Australia! 
International competition colours (green & gold); 
big tips; recently inspected by factory; high flying 
ridge kite and triple deflexors for thermalling. 
Little use; in excellent condition. BARGAIN AT only 
$350. Contact Chris McE. Stott on (08) 270 1860 (A/H) 
or 228-3210 (office hours) WILL FREIGHT. 
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1H 1AERO·NATIQUEINTERNATIONALE(FAI) F.A.I./A.T. No. 25 (1979) 
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AVIS DE TENTATIVES DE RECORDS No 25 (1979) 

Messieurs, Nous avons recules informations suivantes de: 

1. NATIONAL AERONAUTIC ASSOCIATION (u.s,A.) 
CLASSE I (AVIETTES, MAN POWERED AIRCRAFT) 
DUREE, DURATION~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2 h 49 min. 
DISTANCE •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 37, □ 1 k~ 
Bryan ALLEN (U.S.A.) 
Folkestone. U.K. - Gris Nez, France - 12.6.1979 

CLASSE O (VOL LIBRE, HANG GLIDING) 
FEMININ, REMININE AILE FLEXIBLE, FLEXIBLE WING 
GAIN D1 ALTITUDEf GAI IN HEIGHT•••••••••••••2 560,32 mstrs1 
Page PFIEFFER U.S.A) 
Single Place Up Condor 
Elsinor, California - 12.6.1979 

.B_!_LE RI GI DE, RIGID WI NG 
§AIN □ 'ALTITUDE, GAIN IN HEIGHT ••••••••••• 2 377,44 metres 
Eric RAYMOND (U.S.A.) 
Fledge 28 
Elsinor, California - 12.6.1979 

AVIS DE TENTATIVES DE RECORDS No 26 (1979) 

2. CLASS O (VOL LIBRE, HANG GLIDING) 
FIMININ, FEMININE AiLE FLEXIBLE 1 FLEXIBLE 
DISTANCE EN LIGNE DROITE + . 

WING • 

DISTANCE IN A STRAIGHT LINE •••••••••••••••• 37 km 
Page PFIEFFER (U.S.A.) 16.6.1979 ....---

Nous tenons a vous preciser que ces informations ne sont que 
provisoires; nous vous communiquerons les chiffres exacts 
de ces performances de~ qu'elles au~ont ete homciloguees, apreE 
examen des pieces officielles de controls • 

Signed: 
Bertrand LA9CHER 

· Directeur General 
.. Jw - - ~- -



The Australian Hang Gliding 
Association 

Box 4, Holme Building 
Sydney University 
Sydney, N.S.W. 2006 

REPORT TO THE MEMBERS FROM TAHGA EXECUTIVE : 

This is not exactly the good news department this 
month for several reasons. It is always an unhappy task 
to report that one of our fellow fliers has had a fatal 
accident. John Ogden , a prospective member of our team 
for the World Competition, was killed in a f lying accident 
in Spain in June. The executive sends its sympathy to 
his family in Queensland. 

We have had train strikes, petrol strikes, telecorn 
strike~, milk strikes, mail strikes and even a wind strike! · 
The usual winter "no flying in weeks" grumbling seems 
especially bad lately. There is some good news though. 

The Australian Team is off and away on their competi
tion circuit. By the time you read this, t he World __ Comp 
in Grenoble may even be over. The official team for the 
World Comp changed somewhat from the original applicants. 
The list of pilots published in the June SkySailor was in 
fact the list of applicants for positions on the team. 
The loss of John Ogden and some financial and passport 
hassles which kept some other pilots from competing reduced 
our contingent to the bare minimum. We were able to 
recruit one new pilot so that our final lis t of 10 was: 
Colin Barry, Bob Brierley, Peter Brown, Bob French, Steve 
Kennard, Bob Knox, Steve Moyes, Andrew Rennie, Kelvin 
Smith and Paul Van Hof. These pilots have all appl.ied 
for F.A.I. sporting licences, are all Australian citizens 
and residents, and have never competed for any other 
country. Therefore, we anticipate no difficulties in t heir · 
being recognized as the "official Australian team". They 



.... 

are paying their own way to the Competition and we are 
sure that they will make us all proud of them. 

Other news of competitions is that 9 pilots have 
agreed to compete in the America's Cup Competition in 
Tennessee. This is an invitational event which is not 
F.A.I. sanctioned. The team members will be Steve Moyes, 
Steve Kennard, Peter Brown, Ian Jarman, Rob de Groot, 
Kel Smith, Paul Van Hof, Phil Mathewson, and Alan Mackay
Sim. We wish them all well in their efforts for us~ 

The forms for the new pilot rating scheme have been 
distributed to the Secretary of each State Association. 
If you are seeking re-examination under the new system or 
a higher rating, you should write to their State Secty 
for the appropriate form. The May and June issues of 
SkySailor contain all the relevant information for each 
rating so everyone who is financial has that to use as a 
guide till they get their forms. 

Next month I will be giving you a special report on 
insurance. As well as information on the compulsory public 
liability policy, it will also cover the new optional 
personal accident insurance policy which we are making 
available to membe~s. 

One of the other matters which TAHGA Exec is working 
on is an Australian Certification program for gliders. A 
committee to study the problem was set up at the meeting 
on 23 May and will_ be headed by the TAHGA President who 
has special knowledge in this area. Copies of the U.S. 
cert~fication standards have been available to TAHGA for 
study and will be sent to any interested member on request. 
In addition, Bill Moyes has agreed to make available to any 
local manufacturer his __ testing equipment for meeting U.S. 
standards. More on· all this when the committee has had 
a good study of the subject. 

That is all for now. Hang in there, 

Marsha M. Leeman 
TAHGA Secretary 
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